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In this paper, by using the |-index theory introduced by Y. Long in (1999,
Pacific J. Math. 187, 113149), in particular, the splitting numbers, Maslov-type
mean index, and the homotopy component of symplectic matrix, we establish
various inequalities of the Maslov-type index theory for iterations of symplectic
paths starting from the identity. As an application, these results are used to study
Rabinowitz’ conjecture on the prescribed minimal period solution problem of non-
linear Hamiltonian systems.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In 1984, Conley and Zehnder in their celebrated paper [4] introduced
an index theory for the non-degenerate symplectic paths in the real symplectic
matrix group Sp(2n) with n2. Here as usual the symplectic group is defined
by
Sp(2n)=[M # L(R2n) | MTJM=J],
where
J=\ 0In
&In
0 + ,
In is the n_n identity matrix, L(R2n) is the set of all 2n_2n real matrices,
and MT denotes the transpose of M. In 1990, Long and Zehnder in [24]
generalized this index theory to the non-degenerate case with n=1. Then
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Long in [14] and Viterbo in [28] further extended this index theory in
1990 independently to any degenerate symplectic paths which are fundamental
solutions of linear Hamiltonian systems. Recently, in [18] this index theory
was further extended to any degenerate continuous symplectic paths together
with an axiomatic characterization for this index theory. In this paper, we
call this index theory the Maslov-type index theory, which assigns a pair
of integers
(i{(#), &{(#)) # Z_[0, 1, ..., 2n]
to every # in the set
P{(2n)=[# # C([0, {], Sp(2n)) | #(0)=I2n],
where {>0 is a fixed constant. When we consider nonlinear Hamiltonian
systems
x* =JH$(t, x), x # R2n, (1.1)
where H(t, x) is {-periodic in time t for some {>0, the Maslov-type index
is naturally defined for any {-periodic solution x of (1.1) by
(i{(x), &{(x))=(i{(#x), &{(#x))
through the symplectic path given by fundamental solution #x satisfying
#x(0)=I2n of the linearization Hamiltonian system
y* =JB(t) y, (1.2)
with B(t)=H"(t, x(t)). Viewing the {-periodic solution x as an m{-periodic
solution xm of the system (1.1) for any m # N by rotating m-times around
the orbit of x, the study on the index sequence [(im{(xm), &m{(xm))]m # N
becomes very important in the understanding of the behavior of the solu-
tion x and leads to the study of the iteration theory of this Maslov-type
index. This iteration theory was first studied by Dong and Long in [5] and
by Long in [19]. The iteration formulae obtained in [5] and [19] were
used by many authors, for example, in [5] on the Rabinowitz’ conjecture
on prescribing minimal period solution problem of the Hamiltonian systems,
and in [11] and [29] on the geometrically distinct subharmonic solutions
of the Hamiltonian systems, and in [12] and [20] on the stability problem
of closed characteristics on given energy hypersurfaces in R2n.
In this paper, we further study the iteration theory of the Maslov-type
index. To describe our main results, let U, U+, and U& be the unit circle,
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the upper, and the lower semi-closed unit circle in the complex plane C
respectively. For any two 2ki_2ki matrices of square block form,
Mi=\AiCi
B i
Di+ with i=1, 2,
the h-product of M1 and M2 is defined (cf. [5]) to be the 2(k1+k2)_
2(k1+k2) matrix
M1 h M2=\
A1
0
C1
0
0
A2
0
C2
B1
0
D1
0
0
B2
0
D2+ .
Denote by Mhk the k-fold h-product of M. Let N1(*, b)=( *0
b
*) for
*=\1 and b=\1 or 0.
For any # # P{(2n), we define the iteration path #~ # C([0, +), Sp(2n))
of # by
#~ (t)=#(t& j{) #({) j, for j{t( j+1) { and j # [0] _ N,
and denote by #m=#~ | [0, m{] for m # N. In [19], Y. Long proved that
i {(#)# lim
k  
ik{(#~ )
k
=
1
2? |
2?
0
i{, exp(- &1 %)(#) d% # R
exists and he called it the Maslov-type mean index per { of the path
# # P{(2n), where i{, |(#) for | # U=[z # C : |z|=1] is the |-index of the
symplectic path # defined in the next section (see Theorem 2.3).
In [19], for any M # Sp(2n), Long defined the homotopy set of M in
Sp(2n) by
0(M)=[N # Sp(2n) | _(N) & U=_(M) & U and
dimC kerC(N&*I )=dimC kerC(M&*I ), \* # _(M) & U].
The path-connected component of 0(M) which contains M is denoted by
00(M) and is called the homotopy component of M in Sp(2n).
Recall that (cf. Section I.2 of [6] or [30]) for M # Sp(2n) and | # U & _(M)
being an m-fold eigenvalue, the Hermitian form (- &1 J } , } ), which is called
the Krein form, is always nondegenerate on the invariant root vector space
E|(M)=kerC(M&|I )m, where ( } , } ) denotes the inner product in C2n.
Then | is of Krein type ( p, q) with p+q=m if the restriction of the Krein
form on E|(M) has signature ( p, q). | is Krein positive if it has Krein type
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( p, 0) and is Krein negative if it has Krein type (0, q). If | # U"_(M), we
define the Krein type of | to be (0, 0).
The following two iteration inequalities of this index theory for symplectic
paths are the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. (1) For any # # P{(2n) and m # N, there holds
mi {(#)&nim{(#m)mi {(#)+n&&m{(#m). (1.3)
(2) The right-hand side equality in (1.3) holds for some m # N if and
only if I2p h N1(1, &1)h(n& p) # 00(#({)) for some integer p # [0, n].
Specifically, in this case all the eigenvalues of #({) are equal to 1 and
&{(#)=n+ pn.
(3) The left-hand side equality in (1.3) holds for some m # N if and
only if I2q h N1(1, 1)h(n&q) # 00(#({)) for some integer q # [0, n]. Specifically,
in this case all the eigenvalues of #({) are equal to 1 and &{(#)=n+qn.
(4) Both equalities in (1.3) hold for some m=m1 and m=m2 # N
respectively if and only if #({)=I2n .
Theorem 1.2. (1) For any # # P{(2n) and m # N, there holds
m(i{(#)+&{(#)&n)+n&&{(#)
im{(#m)
m(i{(#)+n)&n&(&m{(#m)&&{(#)). (1.4)
(2) The left equality of (1.4) holds for some m>1 if and only if there
holds I2p h N1(1, &1)hq h K # 00(#({)) for some non-negative integers p and q
satisfying p+qn and some K # Sp(2(n& p&q)) satisfying _(K)/U"R. In
this case, all eigenvalues of K on U+ (on U&) are located on the open arc
between 1 and exp(2? - &1m) (and exp(&2? - &1m)) in U+ (in U&)
and are all Krein negative ( positive) definite.
(3) The right equality of (1.4) holds for some m>1 if and only if there
holds I2p h N1(1, 1)hr h K # 00(#({)) for some non-negative integers p and
r satisfying p+rn and some K # Sp(2(n& p&r)) with _(K)/U"R satis-
fying the following conditions:
If m>2, all eigenvalues of K locate within the closed arc between 1
and exp(2? - &1m) (and exp(&2? - &1m)) in U+ "[1] (in U&"[1])
possess total multiplicity n& p&r and are all Krein positive (negative)
definite.
If m=2, there holds (&I2s) h N1(&1, 1)h t h H # 00(K) for some
non-negative integers s and t satisfying 0s+tn& p&r, and some
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H # Sp(2(n& p&r&s&t)) satisfying _(H)/U"R and that all elements in
_(H) & U+ (or _(H) & U&) are all Krein positive (or negative) definite.
(4) Both equalities of (1.4) hold for some m=m1 and m=m2 # N
respectively if and only if #({)=I2n .
Remark 1.3. (1) Note that there holds &m{(#m)&{(#) for any
# # P{(2n) and m # N.
(2) The inequality (1.3) in Theorem 1.1 was first proved in our other
paper [13]. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the equalities in
Theorem 1.1 are new. Theorem 1.2 is new. In [1, 23, and 29], it is proved
that the Morse indices of the Lagrangian systems coincide with the corre-
sponding Maslov-type indices. Therefore our above theorems also work for
the Morse index theory in the calculus of variations and closed geodesics.
Note that, in particular, our Theorem 1.1 improves the inequality of Morse
index theory for closed geodesics
|im{(#m)&mi {(#)|n,
proved by H. Rademacher in [27] in 1989.
(3) When # # P{(2n) is the fundamental solution of a linear Hamiltonian
system
y* =JB(t) y, x # R2n, (1.5)
with B(t) being negative definite, continuous, and {-periodic in t, Ekeland
defined an index theory for # which we denote by
(iE{ (#), &
E
{ (#)) # ([0] _ N)_[0, 1, ..., 2n].
In [19], Long established the following relation between the Maslov-type
index theory and the Ekeland index theory for such paths:
&{(#)=&E{ (#), (1.6)
i{(#)+&{(#)=&i E{ (#)&n. (1.7)
As a direct consequence of (1.6), (1.7), and Theorem 1.2 we obtain that for
such a # and for any m # N, there holds
m(iE{ (#)+&
E
{ (#))&&
E
{ (#)
iEm{(#
m)
m(iE{ (#)+2n)&2n&(&
E
m{(#
m)&&E{ (#)), (1.8)
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and the corresponding equality conditions. Here the left-hand side inequality
in (1.8) recovers Theorem I.5.1 of [6]. This Ekeland theorem can also be
obtained from the left-hand side inequality of (1.4).
Our Theorem 1.1 is used in [21] and [22] to prove that the k th order
critical group of an iterated solution of a Lagrangian or Hamiltonian
system must vanish whenever k>n and the iteration time is great enough.
In the last section of this paper we give an application of Theorem 1.2 to
the study of Rabinowitz’ conjecture on prescribed minimal period solution
problem of Hamiltonian systems.
Our proof of these two main theorems is based on results obtained in
[19]. In particular, the properties of the |-index theory, splitting numbers
on homotopy components of symplectic matrices, and mean indices are
very crucial in the proofs. In the following section, we give a brief review
on the |-index theory and splitting numbers of [19] as the basis of our study
in this paper. Then we prove the main iteration inequalities in Section 3. These
inequalities are used to estimate the iteration numbers via Maslov-type indices
in Section 4. Then these results are used in Section 5 to study Rabinowitz’
conjecture.
2. THE |-INDEX THEORY FOR SYMPLECTIC PATHS
The |-index theory for continuous symplectic paths starting from the
identity matrix I2n was first established in [19]. In this section we give a
brief introduction of this |-index theory without proofs and refer the
details to [19]. For any | # U, the unit circle in the complex plane, and
M # Sp(2n), define
D|(M)=(&1)n&1 |&n det(M&|I ).
One can easily see that D|=D| for all | # U and D # C (U_Sp(2n), R).
For | # U define
Sp(2n)\| =[M # Sp(2n) | \D|(M)<0],
Sp(2n)*|=Sp(2n)
+
| _ Sp(2n)
&
| , Sp(2n)
0
|=Sp(2n)"Sp(2n)*| .
Let D(a)=diag(a, a&1) for a # R n [0]. we define
M +n =D(2)
hn, M &n =D(&2) h D(2)
h(n&1),
and
P*{, |(2n)=[# # P{(2n) | #({) # Sp(2n)*|].
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Definition 2.1. For any {>0 and # # P{(2n), we define
&{, |(#)=dimC kerC(#({)&|I ), \| # U.
Definition 2.2. For {>0 and | # U, given two paths #0 and #1 # P{(2n),
if there exists a map $ # C([0, 1]_[0, {], Sp(2n)) such that $(0, } )=#0( } ),
$(1, } )=#1( } ), $(s, 0)=I, and &{, |($(s, } )) is constant for 0s1, the
paths #0 and #1 are |-homotopic on [0, {] along $( } , {) and we write
#0 t| #1 . If #0 t| #1 for all | # U, then #0 and #1 are homotopic on [0, {]
along $( } , {) and we write #0 t#1 .
As is well known, every M # Sp(2n) has its unique polar decomposition
M=AU, where A=(MMT)12, U has the form
U=\u1u2
&u2
u1 + ,
and u=u1+- &1 u2 # L(Cn) is a unitary matrix. So there exists a continuous
real function 2(t) satisfying det u(t)=exp(- &1 2(t)). We define 2{(#)=
2({)&2(0) # R which depends only on #.
For any # # P*{, |(2n), we can connect #({) to M
&
n or M
+
n by a path ;
within Sp(2n)*| and get a product path ; V # defined by ; V #(t)=#(2t) if
0t{2, ; V #(t)=;(2t&{) if {2t{. Then
k#
1
?
2{(; V #) # Z.
This integer k is independent of the special choice of the path ;. In this
case, we define
i{, |(#)=k # Z.
For # # P0{, |(2n)=P{(2n) n P*{, |(2n), we define
i{, |(#)=inf [i{, |(;) | ; # P{*(2n) and ; is C0-close enough to #].
Theorem 2.3. For any # # P{(2n) and | # U, the above definition yields
(i{, |(#), &{, |(#)) # Z_[0, 1, ..., 2n],
which is called the |-index of #.
Note that the Maslov-type index coincides with the 1-index for any
# # P{(2n):
i{(#)=i{, 1(#), &{(#)=&{, 1(#).
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This |-index theory generalizes also the corresponding Bott functions 4(|)
and N(|) for closed geodesics defined in [2] and Ekeland functions for
convex Hamiltonian systems defined in [6] as proved in [19].
Theorem 2.4. For any # # P{(2n) and k # N, there hold
ik{(#~ )= :
| k=1
i{, |(#), &k{(#~ )= :
|k=1
&{, |(#),
i {(#)# lim
k  
ik{(#~ )
k
=
1
2? |
2?
0
i{, exp(- &1 %)(#) d% # R.
i {(#) is called the Maslov-type mean index per period { of # # P{(2n).
Note that there holds
i k{(#k)=ki {(#), \# # P{(2n), k # N. (2.1)
Theorem 2.5 (Homotopy Invariance). For any two paths #0 and
#1 # P{(2n), if #0 t| #1 on [0, {], there hold
i{, |(#0)=i{, |(#1), &{, |(#0)=&{, |(#1).
Theorem 2.6 (Symplectic Additivity). For any #j # P{(2nj) with nj # N,
j=0, 1, there holds
i{, |(#0 h #1)=i{, |(#0)+i{, |(#1).
As proved in [19], the homotopy invariance, symplectic additivity, and
the values on elements in P{(2) _ P{(4) uniquely determine the |-index
theory.
For any {>0, # # P{(2n), the |-index pair (i{, |(#), &{, |(#)) is determined
by the homotopy class of # in P{(2n). In particular, i{, |(#) is completely
determined by the homotopy component 00(#({)) up to an additive
constant, and &{, |(#) is completely determined by 00(#({)).
Definition 2.7. For any M # Sp(2n) and | # U, choose {>0 and
# # P{(2n) with #({)=M, and define
S \M(|)= lim
=  0+
i{, exp\= - &1 |(#)&i{, |(#).
These two integers are independent of the choice of {>0 and the path #.
They are called the splitting numbers of M at |.
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Lemma 2.8. For any M # Sp(2n) and | # U, denote by ( p, q) the Krein
number of | # _(M). The splitting numbers S \M(|) are constant on 0
0(M)
and satisfy
0S \M(|)dimC kerC(M&|I ),
0S +M(|)p, 0S
&
M(|)q,
S+M(|)=S
&
M(| ).
Note that the matrix N1(*, b) is called non-trivial by Definition 5.11 of
[19] if *b{&1 and is called trivial if *b=&1.
Lemma 2.9. For *=\1, the splitting numbers satisfy
(S +M(*), S
&
M(*))=(1, 1), if M=N1(*, b) is nontrivial,
(S +M(1), S
&
M(1))=(0, 0), if M=N1(*, b) is trivial.
3. PROOFS OF THE ITERATION INEQUALITIES
In this section we give the proof of the main Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We
start from the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. (1) For any # # P{(2n) and | # U"[1], there always
holds
i{(#)+&{(#)&ni{, |(#)i{(#)+n&&{, |(#). (3.1)
(2) The left equality in (3.1) holds for some | # U+"[1] (or U&"[1])
if and only if there holds I2p h N1(1, &1)hq h K # 00(#({)) for some non-
negative integers p and q satisfying 0p+qn and K # Sp(2(n& p&q))
with _(K)/U"R satisfying that all eigenvalues of K located within the open
arc between 1 and | in U+ (or U&) possess total multiplicity n&p&q and
are all Krein negative (or positive) definite.
(3) The left equality in (3.1) holds for all | # U"[1] if and only if
I2p h N1(1, &1)h(n& p) # 00(#({)) for some integer p # [0, n]. Specifically,
in this case, all the eigenvalues of #({) are equal to 1 and &{(#)=n+ pn.
(4) The right equality in (3.1) holds for some | # U+"[1] (or U&"[1])
if and only only if there holds I2p h N1(1, 1)hr h K # 00(#({)) for some non-
negative integers p and r satisfying 0p+rn and K # Sp(2(n& p&r))
with _(K)/U"R satisfying that all eigenvalues of K located within the
closed arc between 1 and | in U+"[1] (or U&"[1]) possess total multi-
plicity n& p&r; if |{&1, all eigenvalues in _(K) & U+ (or _(K) & U&)
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are all Krein positive (or negative) definite; if |=&1, there holds (&I2s) h
N1(&1, 1)ht h H # 00(K) for some non-negative integers s and t satisfying
0  s+t  n& p&r, and some H # Sp(2(n& p&r&s&t)) satisfying
_(H)/U"R and that all elements in _(H) & U+ (or _(H) & U&) are all
Krein positive (or negative) definite.
(5) The right equality in (3.1) holds for all | # U"[1] if and only if
I2p h N1(1, 1)h(n& p) # 00(#({)) for some integer p # [0, n]. Specifically, in
this case, all the eigenvalues of #({) must be 1, and there holds &{(#)=n+ pn.
(6) Both equalities in (3.1) hold for all | # U"[1] if and only if #({)=I2n .
Proof. We only consider the case | # U+"[1]. The proof for | # U&"[1]
is similar and omitted. Fix # # P{(2n) and | # U+. It is proved in [19] that
#({) can be connected within its homotopy component 00(#({)) to a matrix
M which is a h-product of normal forms,
M=I2p h N1(1, &1)hq h N1(1, 1)hr h K, (3.2)
where p, q, and r are non-negative integers satisfying p+q+rn; N1(1, b)
is a normal form belonging to the eigenvalue 1 with b=\1 defined in
Section 1, and K # Sp(2(n& p&q&r)) satisfies 1  _(K). We continue our
proof in six steps.
Step 1: The Proof of the Left Inequality in (3.1). Note that S +#({)(1)=
S &#({)(1). Denote by |1 , ..., |k # U all the eigenvalues of #({) which lie on
the open arc between 1 and | in U+. By Definition 2.7 of splitting
numbers we obtain
i{, |(#)=i{(#)+S +#({)(1)& :
k
j=1
[S &#({)(|j)&S
+
#({)(|j)]&S
&
#({)(|). (3.3)
We continue the proof in two cases.
Case 1: q=0 in (3.2). In this case, by Lemma 2.9 and (3.2), we have
2S +#({)(1)=2p+2r2p+r=&{(#). (3.4)
By (3.3), (3.4), and Lemma 2.8 we obtain
i{, |(#)i{(#)+S +#({)(1)& :
k
j=1
S &#({)(| j)&S
&
#({)(|)
i{(#)+&{(#)&S +#({)(1)& :
k
j=1
S &#({)(|j)&S
&
#({)(|)
i{(#)+&{(#)&n. (1.5)
Thus the left inequality of (3.1) holds in this case.
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Case 2: q>0 in (3.2). Suppose q=1. By [19] and (3.2), there are
paths #1 # P{(2) and #2 # P{(2n&2) such that #t#1 h #2 with #1({)=
N1(1, &1) and #2({)=I2p h N1(1, 1)hr h K. Thus &{(#1)=1, i{(#1) # 2Z,
and
i{, |(#1)=i{(#1)=i{(#1)+&{(#1)&1.
By symplectic additivity of i{, | and i{ , the proof of the left inequality in
(1.1) is reduced to
i{, |(#2)i{(#2)+&{(#2)&(n&1).
Now we can apply Case 1 to the path #2 to get (3.1).
When q2, by induction on q and our study above we obtain the left
inequality of (3.1).
Step 2: The Proof of the Right Inequality in (3.1). Similar to Step 1, by
(3.3) and Lemma 2.8 there holds
i{, |(#)+&{, |(#)i{(#)+S +#({)(1)+ :
k
j=1
S +#({)(|j)
+[&{, |(#)&S &#({)(|)]. (3.6)
If |{&1, from (3.6), &{, |(#)=&{, | (#), and Lemma 2.8, we obtain
i{, |(#)+&{, |(#)i{(#)+S +#({)(1)+ :
k
j=1
S +#({)(|j)+&{, |(#)
i{(#)+n. (3.7)
If |=&1, for the matrix K in (3.2) there holds
(&I2s) h N1(&1, 1)ht h N1(&1, &1)hu h H # 00(K), (3.8)
for some non-negative integers s, t, and u satisfying s+t+un, and some
H # Sp(2(n& p&q&r&s&t&u)) satisfying &1  _(H). From this represen-
tation and Lemma 2.9 we obtain
0&{, &1(#)&S &#({)(&1)s+t+u. (3.9)
Together with (3.6), we obtain
i{, |(#)+&{, |(#)i{(#)+n,
i.e. the right inequality of (3.1). Thus the right inequality of (3.1) always
holds.
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Note that the proofs of sufficiency of parts 25 follow by direct verifica-
tion and therefore are omitted.
Step 3: The Proof of the Necessity Part of Part 2. Suppose the left
equality of (3.1) holds for a given | # U+ "[1]. When q=0 in (3.2), all
equalities must hold in (3.4) and (3.5). This then implies
&{(#)=2S +#({)(1)=2p, (3.10)
:
k
j=1
S +#({)(|j)=0, (3.11)
S +#({)(1)+ :
k
j=1
S &#({)(|j)+S
&
#({)(|)=n. (3.12)
Thus the necessity part of Part 2 holds.
When q1, by an induction argument as in the proof of Case 2 in Step 1,
we get the necessity part of Part 2.
Step 4: The Proof of the Necessity Part of Part 3. When q=0, since |
can range over all of U+ "[1], by Part 2 all the eigenvalues of #({) must
be equal to 1 and (3.10)(3.12) hold. This implies &{(#)=2n. Thus
#({)=I2n . When q1, by induction we get the necessity part of Part 3.
Step 5: The Proof of the Necessity Part of Part 4. Suppose the right
equality of (3.1) holds for the given | # U+"[1].
If |{&1, all equalities must hold in (3.6) and (3.7). This yields
:
k
j=1
S &#({)(|j)=0, (3.13)
S &#({)(|)=0, (3.14)
S +#({)(1)+ :
k
j=1
S +#({)(|j)+&{, |(#)=n. (3.15)
By Lemma 2.9, (3.14) implies q=0 in (3.2). Together with Lemma 2.8, we
then obtain the necessity part of Part 4 in this case.
If |=&1, all equalities must hold in (3.6). This yields (3.13) and
S +#({)(1)+ :
k
j=1
S +#({)(|j)+&{, |(#)&S
&
#({)(|)=n. (3.16)
By Lemma 2.9, (3.16) implies q=0 in (3.2) and u=0 in (3.8). Together
with Lemma 2.8, we obtain the necessity part of Part 4 in this case.
Step 6: The Proof of the Necessity Part of Part 5. Since | can range
over all of U+ "[1], by Part 4 all the eigenvalues of #({) must be 1 and all
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equalities in (3.6) must hold. This implies S +#({)(1)=n. Thus in (3.2) there
must hold p+r=n and q=0, i.e., the necessity part of Part 5 holds.
Part 6 is a direct consequence of Parts 3 and 5. The proof is complete.
K
Now based on the Proposition 3.1 we can give the proof of our main results.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 2.4, integrating (3.1) on U we
obtain
i{(#)+&{(#)&ni {(#)i{(#)+n. (3.18)
Replacing { by m{ in (3.18), by (2.1) we obtain (3.17). The right (left)
equality in (3.17) holds if and only if the left (right) equality in (3.1) holds
for all | # U"[1]. Thus Parts 24 follow from Proposition 3.1. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 2.4, summing (3.1) up over all m th
roots of unit, we obtain
(m&1)(i{(#)+&{(#)&n)+i{(#)
im{(#m)
(m&1)(i{(#)+n)+i{(#)&(&m{(#m)&&{(#)).
This yields (1.2). The equality conditions follow from Parts 2 and 4 of
Proposition 3.1. K
4. CONTROLLING THE ITERATION NUMBERS VIA
THE MASLOV-TYPE INDICES
The following result follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 immediately.
Lemma 4.1. For any # # P{(2n) and m # N there hold
m1+
im{(#m)&i{(#)
i{(#)+&{(#)&n
, if i{(#)+&{(#)&n>0,
(4.1)
m1+
im{(#m)+&m{(#m)&&{(#)&i{(#)
i{(#)+n
, if i{(#)+n<0, (4.2)
m
im{(#m)+n
i {(#)
, if i {(#)>0, (4.3)
m
im{(#m)+&m{(#m)&n
i {(#)
, if i {(#)<0. (4.4)
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A direct consequence of these estimates is the following.
Corollary 4.2. Suppose for # # P{(2n) and integers m, p # N, q # Z,
there hold
im{(#m)n+q, i{(#)+&{(#)n+ p. (4.5)
Then there holds
m
2n+q
p
. (4.6)
In particular, if p=q=1, we obtain m2n+1.
Proof. Equation (4.6) follows from (4.1) and (4.5). K
Theorem 4.3. (1) Suppose for # # P{(2n) and integers m, h # N and
l, s # Z, that there hold
im{(#m)l, i{(#)s, i{(#)+&{(#)hn+1, _ l&sh&n&1, (4.7)
where [a]=max[k # Z | ka] for any a # R. Then there holds
1m2 and 0l&s. (4.8)
(2) Moreover, l+ns+h and m=2 in (4.7) only if there holds
I2phN1(1, &1)hq h K # 00(#({)) (4.9)
for some non-negative integers p and q satisfying 0p+qn and K #
Sp(2(n& p&q)) with _(K)/U"R satisfying that all eigenvalues of K
located on U+ (or U&) possess total multiplicity n& p&q and are all Krein
negative (or positive) definite. In this case there exists an integer k1 such
that there hold
i{(#)=2k+n&2p&q=s, (4.10)
&{(#)=2p+q=h&s, (4.11)
i2{(#2)=4k+n&2p&q=l, (4.12)
h&n=l&s=2k2. (4.13)
(3) There exists a path # # P{(2n) satisfying the conditions in Part 2
such that (4.7) holds with l+n=s+h and m=2.
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Proof. (1) By the left inequality of (3.19) and the first three inequalities
in (4.7), we obtain
lim{(#m)
m(i{(#)+&{(#)&n)+n&&{(#)
=(m&1)(i{(#)+&{(#)&n)+i{(#)
(m&1)(h&n)+s. (4.14)
Thus by the last inequality in (4.7) we obtain
m1+_ l&sh&n&2. (4.15)
(2) If l+ns+h and m=2 hold, (4.15) implies l+n=s+h. Then
all equalities in (4.14) must hold and we obtain
i2{(#2)=l, i{(#)=s, i{(#)+&{(#)=h. (4.16)
In particular, this implies that the left equality of (1.2) holds. We then
obtain (4.9) by Part 2 of Theorem 1.2. By the discussions in [19], there are
paths : # P{(2p), ; # P{(2q),  # P{(2(n& p&q)) such that #t: h ; h ,
:({)=I2p , ;({)=N1(1, &1)hq, and ({)=K. By direct computation it is
easy to see that : and ; satisfy the left equality of (1.2) with m=2. Thus
so does . Therefore by Part 2 of Theorem 1.2, there are integers
k1 , k2 , k3 # Z such that there hold
i{(:)=2k1& p, &{(:)=2p, i2{(:2)=4k1& p, (4.17)
i{(;)=2k2 , &{(;)=q, i2{(;2)=4k2 , (4.18)
i{()=2k3+(n& p&q), &{()=0, i2{(2)=4k3+(n& p&q). (4.19)
Then by Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 and (4.16), we obtain (4.10)(4.12) with k=
k1+k2+k3 . Since hn+1, from (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain k1. Then
(4.13) follows.
The path in Part 3 can be constructed directly as in [5] and is left to
the readers. The proof is complete. K
A direct consequence of Theorem 4.3 is the following
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Corollary 4.4. Suppose for # # P{(2n) and some m # N and l # Z there
holds
lim{(#m), i{(#)l&1, i{(#)+&{(#)n+1. (4.20)
Then m=1.
Proof. Let s=l&1 and h=n+1. Then (4.7) with l+n=h+s follows
from (4.20). But (4.13) does not hold. Thus m=1 by Theorem 4.3. K
Corollary 4.5. Suppose for # # P{(2n) and some m # N there holds
n+1im{(#m), i{(#)n, &{(#)1. (4.21)
Then m=1.
Proof. Letting l=n+1 we get (4.20) from (4.21). Thus m=1 by
Corollary 4.4. K
Remark 4.6. Corollary 4.5 was first proved by Dong and Long in [5]
by a rather different method. Based on the work [19], our current proof
of Corollary 4.5 is simpler than that of [5]. Corollary 4.4 also generalizes
the Theorem 3.3 of [29] which requires l=n+1 in (4.20).
5. APPLICATIONS TO RABINOWITZ’S CONJECTURE
We now apply the results obtained above to autonomous Hamiltonian
systems
&Jx* =Bx+H$(x), x # R2n, (5.1)
where n # N, H # C2(R2n, R), and B is a 2n_2n symmetric semi-positive
definite matrix whose operator norm is denoted by &B&.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose B # L(R2n) is a symmetric semi-positive definite
matrix, and the Hamiltonian function H satisfies the conditions:
(H1) H # C2(R2n, R).
(H2) There are constants +>2 and r0>0 such that
0<+H(x)H$(x) } x, \ |x|r0 .
(H3) H(x)=o( |x|2) at x=0.
(H4) H(x)0 \x # R2n.
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Then for every 0<{<2?&B&, the system (5.1) possesses a non-constant
{-periodic solution x satisfying
i{(x)n+1. (5.2)
Moreover, suppose this solution x further satisfies the following condition:
(HX) H"(x(t))0 \t # R and {0 H"(x(t)) dt>0.
Then { is the minimal period of x.
Proof. Fix { # (0, 2?&B&). By conditions (H1)(H4), we can find a
non-constant {-periodic solution x of (5.1) via the saddle point theorem
such that (5.2) holds. For the reader’s convenience, we sketch the proof
here and refer the reader to Theorem 3.5 of [11] or Theorem 4.23 of [29]
for details.
In fact, following P. Rabinowitz’ pioneering work [25], let K>0 and
/ # C(R, R) such that /(t)=1 if tK, /(t)=0 if tK+1, and /$(t)<0
if y # (K, K+1). The number K will be determined later. Set
H K (z)= 12 Bz } z+HK (z),
with
HK (z)=/( |z| ) H(z)+(1&/( |z| )) RK |z| 4,
where the constant RK satisfies
RK max
K|z|K+1
H(z)
|z|4
.
Let E=W12, 2(R({Z), R2n) be the Sobolev space with the usual norm.
Define a functional fK on E by
fK (z)= 12 |
{
0
(z* } Jz&H K (z)) dt, \z # E. (5.3)
For m # N, define E 0=R2n,
Em={z # E } z(t)= :
m
k=&m
exp \2k?t{ J+ ak , ak # R2n= ,
E\={z # E } z(t)= :
\k>0
exp \2k?t{ J+ ak , ak # R2n= ,
and E +m =Em & E
+, E &m =Em & E
&. We have Em=E &m E 0E +m . Let
Pm be the projection Pm : E  Em . Then [Em , Pm]m # N forms a Galerkin
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approximation scheme of the operator &Jddt on E. Denote by fK, m=
fK |Em . Set Qm=[re: 0rr1][Br1(0) & (E
&
m E
0
m)] with some e #
B1(0) & E +m for large r1>0 and small \>0. Then Qm and B\(0) & E
+
m
form a homological link (cf. p. 84 of [3] or p. 167 of [9]). By the definition
of {, we obtain a constant $=$(K)>0 such that
fK, m(z)$>0, \z # B\(0) & E +m ,
and
fK, m(z)0, \z # Qm .
It is well known that fK satisfies the usual (P.S)* condition on E, i.e. a
sequence [xm] with xm # Em possesses a convergent subsequence in E,
provided f $K, m(xm)  0 as m   and | fK, m(xm)|b for some b>0 and all
m # N. Thus by the saddle point theorem (cf. [26]), the Galerkin
approximation method, and Theorem 2.1 of [29] we obtain a critical point
xK # E of fK such that 0<cK #fK (xK)M1 , where M1 is a constant
independent of K and there holds i{(xK)n+1.
Now the arguments in Section 6 of [26] yield a constant M2 independent
of K such that &xK&CM2 . Choose K>M2 . Then x#xK is a non-constant
{-periodic solution of the system (5.1) satisfying (5.2).
Denote the minimal period of this solution x by {m for some m # N. By
the condition (HX) and B being semi-positive definite, using (9.17) of [5],
we obtain
i{m(x)n. (5.4)
Since the system (5.3) is autonomous, we have
&{m(x)1. (5.5)
Therefore, by (5.2), (5.4), (5.5), and Corollary 4.5, we obtain m=1 and
complete the proof. K
Remark 5.2. If B=0, Theorem 5.1 holds for every {>0.
The following corollary gives more accessible sufficient conditions for the
existence of solutions with prescribed minimal period.
Corollary 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1 except (HX ),
which is replaced by the following two conditions:
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(H5) H"(x)0 for all x # R2n.
(H6) The set D=[x # R2n | H$(x){0, 0 # _(H"(x))] is hereditarily
disconnected, i.e., every connected component of D contains only one point.
Then the system (5.1) possesses a {-periodic solution x with minimal period {.
Proof. Since conditions (H5) and (H6) imply the condition (HX) holds
for every non-constant periodic solution of (5.1), the corollary follows from
Theorem 5.1. K
Similarly, we consider the existence of non-constant periodic solutions
with prescribed minimal period for the following autonomous second-order
Hamiltonian systems
x +V$(x)=0, x # Rn, (5.6)
where n # N and V: Rn  R is a function. In this paper, we consider the
following conditions on V:
(V1) V # C2(Rn, R).
(V2) There exist constants +>2 and r0>0 such that
0<+V(x)V$(x) } x, \ |x|r0 .
(V3) V(x)V(0)=0 \x # Rn.
(V4) V(x)=o( |x|2), at x=0.
(V5) There exist constants b>0 and r1>0 such that
V(x)
b
2
|x|2, \ |x|r1 .
(V6) V"(x)0, \x # R.
(V7) D=[x # Rn | V$(x){0, 0 # _(V"(x))] is hereditarily disconnected.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose V satisfies the conditions (V1)(V4), (V6), and
(V7). Then for every {>0, the system (5.6) possesses a non-constant {-periodic
solution with minimal period {.
Proof. For the system (5.6), we consider the following functional
(x)=|
{
0
( 12 |x* |
2&V(x)) dt, \x # W 1, 2(R({Z), Rn).
By using the saddle point theorem (cf. Theorem 4.4 of [26], here we
choose E=W1, 2(R({Z), Rn), X=Rn, Y=L{#[x # E | x(0)=0]), under
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the conditions (V1)(V4) it is well known that there exists a crictal point
x # E of  such that its Morse index satisfying m&(x, {)n+1. By [1, 23,
or 28], the Morse index m&(x, {) of x is just the Maslov-type index i{(B)
of the matrix
B(t)=\ I0
0
V"(x(t))+ .
Thus we have
i{(x)=i{(B)n+1. (5.7)
When x further satisfies (V6) and (V7), denote the minimal period of x by
{m for some m # N. By (V6), (V7), and our discussion in the Corollary 5.3,
we have
i{m(x)=i{m(B)n. (5.8)
Note that the system is autonomous, we have
&{m(x)=&{m(B)1. (5.9)
Therefore, by Corollary 4.5 we have m=1. K
By the same argument as above, we have the following result whose
proof is omitted.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose V satisfies the conditions (V1)(V3) and (V5)(V7).
Then for every 0<{<2?- b, (5.6) possesses a non-constant {-periodic solution
x with minimal period {.
In his pioneering work [25], P. Rabinowitz proposed a conjecture on
whether a superquadratic Hamiltonian system possesses a periodic solution
with a prescribed minimal period. This conjecture has been deeply studied
by many mathematicians. We refer the reader to [48, 10, 1517], and the
references therein for a survey of the studies on this problem. Our Theorem
5.1 and Corollary 5.3 follow the idea of [5] and generalizes corresponding
results in [6, 7, 10], and are different from that of [8]. In fact, as mentioned
in [5], Corollary 4.5 has unified and generalized all the results so far on
this conjecture under various convexity conditions.
For Rabinowitz’ conjecture on the second order Hamiltonian systems,
similar results under various convexity conditions have been proved (cf.
[6] and the references therein). In [15] and [17], under precisely the
conditions (V1)(V4) of Rabinowitz, Long proved that for any {>0 the
system (5.6) possesses a {-periodic solution x whose minimal period is at
least {(n+1). Similar results for the first-order system (0.1) is still unknown
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so far. Our above proofs of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 are different from those
of [15] and [17].
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